
Breakthrough Interview

The interview has just one objective and that is to decide whether or not you
are a fit for the position in which you are interviewing for. The goal for the
interview is to examine your personality, your motivation, your character,
your work history, and how you can best contribute to the organization. 

The fact that you landed the interview already shows that you
have the right stuff on paper for the job.
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•Enthusiasm
•Communication
•Teamwork
•Leadership
•Problem Solving
•Experience
•Community Involvement

•Company Knowledge
•Flexibility
•Ambition & Motivation
•People Skills
•Professional Appearance
•Ability To Multitask
•Reliability

Employers Are Looking For

All 14 of these traits fit into three skill sets that employers are
generally monitoring and evaluating you on during an interview.
Those three skill sets can easily be broken down into:

Competence Confidence Companionship
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Give them the feeling you have been
there and done that.

Confidence

Breakthrough Interview, EXERCISE 1

 WHY YOU ARE A GOOD FIT 

Compare

Understanding

Why is this position for you? 
Why should you be hired?

Compare your experiences with each bullet item in
the responsibility and qualifications portion of the
job description.

Understand your strengths and weakness to the
position specifications. Emphasize your strengths.
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Check out their company website. You can get all of the general
knowledge about them that way. Focus on informing yourself
about their products and services, the people you will be
interviewing with and their competitors. 

Read the articles about them and soak in as much information as
possible. 

If you are unable to find information online, then pick up the phone
and call the company. Simply ask the receptionist her opinion of
the company and ask general questions.

Once you get the call for the interview, the next thing that you have to do is
prepare for it. You can never over prepare for an interview. The more prepared
you are, the harder it will be to make mistakes. It is best to prepare yourself
emotionally as well as intellectually for an interview.

Remember, during an interview, you are a salesman. You are there to sell
yourself to your prospective employer. You want to market yourself in the most
interesting way possible. Great preparation for the interview is your best bet. A
salesman that is knowledgeable, friendly, positive and always gets the close.

Preparing for the Interview

Do Your Research

When called for an interview, ask to whom you will be talking
to. You will also want to do some research on the person(s)
that you will interview with. 

LinkedIn is by far the best tool for this. Learn what they do for
the company and try to get some samples of their work or
achievements within the organization.

Know Your Contact
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Make sure all of the things that you will need for the interview are
prepared the day before. You should always have at least 3 extra
resumes handy during the interview. Have a notebook to take
notes. Have a list of prepared questions.

If you have a business card, have several handy, it makes for easy
contact later, and it also shows that you are professional and may
help the employer to remember your name.

If you are not sure where the company is located, leave extra early
for the interview or do a dry run the day before your interview.

As a general rule, it is better to overdress for an interview. If you are
unsure of what type of attire is expected, it is safer to dress your
professional best. For men, this means a suit and tie, a belt, and
coordinating socks paired with classic dress shoes. For women, a
pantsuit or a classy blouse paired with dress slacks or a skirt and
dressy shoes. This tried-and-true look will make you appear
polished and put together. 

Occasionally, there are interview situations that do not require a
suit. Some jobs/work environments are more casual and do not
conform to the typical standard. Only dress casually for an
interview if you are specifically instructed to.

It is best, if you are prone to nervousness, to practice giving your
responses to the questions that may be asked of you. 

You should practice your wording and the tone of voice that you
plan to use; Try keeping your responses as brief as possible, but
with as much detail as you can.

Practice role playing with a friend or family member. Get his or her
opinion about your delivery and gestures. Perhaps your friend will
have some nice insights for you to use during the real interview.

Get Organized

Dress for Success

Practice Your Responses
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The best way to control the conversation so it stays on topic and professional is
to make sure you have questions prepared. 

The importance of this cannot be over stated. If you compose a list of
questions to ask at the interview, you will avoid delving into personal
conversation just to have something to say. You will be busy asking questions
that will lead to you sharing success stories.

For example: Let’s say that you are interviewing for a
quality engineer and based on your research of the
company you noticed there is a company initiative to
improve quality. 

You would ask the question, “How much are you
looking to cut quality defects by?"

Regardless of how the hiring manager answers the
question you are going to tailor fit your answer. 

You will say, “That’s great! Last year I cut rejects by 15%
and it saved your competitor 3 million dollars. I was able
to do that by...” Then share how you did it.

Competence
Articulate your background and describe how it can
fit their needs

Control the Conversation
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What do like most about working here?

How long have you been with the company?

What would you most like to see done in the next 6
months?

What are the most difficult problems the organization
faces?

How has this company succeeded in the past?

What changes do you envision in near future for this
company?

What do you think constitutes success in this job?

4 of the questions should be aimed at getting them to talk
about themselves or why they like the company.Here are
some questions that you should ask your prospective
employer:

Prepare 8 questions that you will ask. Write
them out in the notepad you will take to the
interview. 

Breakthrough Interview, EXERCISE 2

4 of these questions should be designed to bring out
your strengths as they relate to the job.

Build these questions around success stories that you can
tell that relate directly to the position. 
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The STAR method, it is the framework you will use to
answer MOST questions thrown at you. The STAR method
was originally designed to answer behavioral based
question; however it can be applied to all questions.

METHOD

TASK 
Describe what was required of
you, the problem and challenges.

SITUATION
Present a recent challenge and
situation, set context for story.

ACTION
Explain how and what you actually
did.

RESULT
State the benefits and how well the

situation played out.
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Lets say you were asked, "How did you cut quality defects by 15%"

METHOD Example

TASK 
Describe what was required of you, the problem and
challenges.
"We were tasked for finding ways to improve our quality
and cut defects by 5%."

SITUATION 
Present a recent challenge and situation, set context
for story.
"We startes seeing our quality rejects slowly creep up."

ACTION
Explain how and what you actually did.
"Immediately we implemented Lean Six Sigma principles, we
retrained the team, and put in place new procedures in the
manufacturing process to detect issues early."

RESULT
State the benefits and how well the situation played out.

"Not only did we meet our goal, be exceeded it by 200%.

Saving the company 3 million dollars."
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nterview, EXERCISE 3
There are many things that you can do that can take some of the
pressure off during an interview. 

The way that you behave is one of the most important. It’s not all in
the words that come out of your mouth, but often has a lot to do
with the mannerisms that you use. 

Studies have shown that you can have 60% of the “required” skills
for a position and still get the job offer. 

This goes to show how important the human connection is. You
have to get them to like you!

Companionship
Find common ground. They need to
like you.

The Human Connection
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On Time 

Be Polite

Watch Posture

First impressions can be a hard thing to get past in any situation.
During an interview you want to give the best first impression that
you can. There are many small things that you can do to assure that
you give the best impression possible.

The First Impression

You should keep in mind some of the common errors that many
people make when they are speaking to others.

Body Language

Professional Appearance 

Silence Cell Phone

Avoid fidgeting while speaking to your interviewer. 

Avoid speaking while using overly expressive hand gestures. 

Avoid biting your lips in between sentences.

Do not sit with your arms crossed. 

Do not shrug your shoulders when asked a question. 

Don’t answer with nods and head shakes, use your words.

Get plenty of sleep the night before the interview. 

Don't chew gum or breath mints. 

Don't speak in slang.

Firm Handshake

No Smoking

Very Organized
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Interviewers are not just wondering if you are skilled enough for the
job, they are often wondering if you would fit in nicely with you co-
workers. Your personality is a big part of your interview and can make
all the difference.

Path to Success

Whether you are on a phone, video or face to face interview…
remember to smile.

Don’t become the Mayor of Monotone. A lack of visible
excitement or displayed energy has cost many candidates a
great position. 

Be Bold. Always swing for the fence!  Most candidates are
nervous and tend to be reserved.  We admire confidence as a
society.

Keep Your Answers Short and Succinct. Use the S.T.A.R.
method.

Within 20 Minutes of starting the interview begin to interject
and ask your questions during the interview--not at the end.

Close the Sale Strong. Write out your close ahead of time and
be creative.

Most of all have fun! If you do your homework, you will be
ready and able to connect on a personal level.
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This is no time to play poker, let them know you want 
to move forward. 

•   This sounds like a great opportunity for me because…
•   I am really excited about this role because… 
•   I am very interested at this point because…

Follow up with why you are the choice candidate.
•   This is a great t! 
•   This matches my background! 
•   This is what I am looking for! 
•   This aligns nicely with my experience! 
•   You wanted this…I have this…

Finish with a strong closing statement. 
•   I am very excited about this opportunity…etc. 
•   I know I can hit the floor running and I am a great fit for 
     this position. 
•   I have done this before and I know that I can help you 
     achieve your stated goals of … 
•   I look forward to working with you. 
•   When do I start?

Closing Statement
Start with thank you, I enjoyed...
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Types of Interviews

nterview, EXERCISE 3

During the Phone Interview:
 

Be friendly and enthusiastic. Make a strong first impression. Smile and hold your head up. 

Record everyone's name. If you're interviewing with more than one person, write down
everyone's name at the outset. 

Adapt to the interviewer's approach. Be yourself but be sensitive to the style of your
interviewer. Adjust to their level of formality and the degree of detail they're seeking. 
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Depending on the type of interview scheduled
will determine how to best prepare.

Performing well on a phone interview can help you land the job
you want.  As unemployment grows, more companies are using
phone interviews to screen large pools of qualified candidates.

Phone Interview

Before the Video Interview  

Refer to the Video and Phone
Implementation Guide and complete the
checklist. 



During the Phone Interview:
 

Deliver your summary statement. Have a brief summary statement prepared about
why you think you're the right candidate. It should be about 20-30 seconds long.

Avoid interrupting. It can be difficult to judge when someone 
is done speaking when you can't see them. Pause for a 
second before replying to avoid awkward interruptions.

Request feedback. If you sense any weak areas during the 
phone interview, try to revisit them. Ask the interviewer to 
clarify their needs so you can offer more information to 
strengthen your case.

Ask questions that show you're a good fit for the position. 
Ask questions that demonstrate that you've done your research. 
It will show that you're really interested in the job and give you 
another chance to talk about why you'd be an asset.

Clarify the next steps. They may want to schedule an in-person interview immediately
or let you know when they'll decide on the remaining finalists.

After the Phone Interview:
 
Send a thank you note. Send a brief note of thanks by email or regular mail. It's good
etiquette and yet another chance to show you'd make a good employee.

Make follow up plans. Hiring decisions often take longer than expected. Follow up as
needed with tactful persistence.

Phone interviews now play an important role in the hiring process. Learning the
techniques to ace a phone interview will give you a big advantage in your job search.
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nterview, EXERCISE 3
Video job interviews will be commonplace more now than ever since
the pandemic of 2020.  Studies show that companies and job
candidates rate each other lower when they meet on Skype rather
than face-to-face. Like any technology, this method has both pros
and cons. Use these suggestions to make the most of a video job
interview. It is imperative that you master this skill set to ensure you
Get Hired.

During the Video Interview:
 

Prepare for glitches. Ask the interviewer in advance what to do if you lose your
connection. It will reinforce the message that you’re proactive.
 
Watch your body language. Sit up straight. Try to angle your body slightly and look
over your shoulder a little. It looks less stiff than facing directly toward the camera
during the entire interview. Try to act natural, yet professional.

Make eye contact. Look into the webcam to give the impression of making eye
contact. One of the most common mistakes with video interviews is looking at the
image of the other person on the screen. That comes across like you’re staring at the
floor or out into space.

Video Interview

Before the Video Interview  

Refer to the Video and Phone
Implementation Guide and complete the
checklist. 
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During the Video Interview:
 
Monitor your facial expressions. You want to look animated even while you’re
listening to someone else. Try reducing your own image and lining it up near the
webcam. That way you can look at it inconspicuously without breaking eye contact.
 
Minimize note taking. You may want
 to record the session so you can avoid 
having to take extensive notes. 
Memorize the questions you 
want to ask. Again, this will help
 you from having to look down a lot.
 
Work on your closing. It’s easy to 
get so excited that you lose track 
of the ordinary things you would 
do at a traditional interview. 
Remember to thank your 
interviewer and ask about the 
next stages in the process.

After the Video Interview:
 
Send a thank you note. Send a brief note of thanks by email or regular mail. It's good
etiquette and yet another chance to show you'd make a good employee.

Make follow up plans. Hiring decisions often take longer than expected. Follow up as
needed with tactful persistence.

These days you may be meeting your next boss online. It’s natural to be a bit camera shy,
but strategic preparation will help you light up the screen on a video job interview.
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nterview, EXERCISE 3
Sometimes you will be asked to conduct your interview during lunch
or dinner. It makes for a more relaxed setting, but you should
remember that it is still an interview, and your behavior must be in
accordance to that.

During this type of interview, you should try to look at it as a relaxing
way for you to talk about and sell yourself to the organization.
Making a little bit of small talk is expected. Do not bring up the topic
of the interview until the interviewer does. He/she might want to get
to know you a bit first. 

Remember to talk about yourself, but do not get too personal. There
are also basic points of etiquette and common-sense rules that you
should follow as well.

Remember your basic table manners, like putting your elbows on the table etc.
Always fold your napkin on your lap before eating.
Do not order messy or sloppy foods. That includes finger foods like ribs, and
extremely large sandwiches. Avoid pastas with thick sauces, and French fries.
Do not order the most expensive item on the menu either.
Avoid alcoholic beverages if you can. 
When you get up to use the restroom, place your napkin on your chair or on the
arm of your chair.
Don’t smack your lips or talk with your mouth full.
Always excuse yourself if you plan to leave the table for any reason.
Do not have your cell phone turned on.
Continue to speak formally to your interviewer unless requested not to.

Restaurant Interview
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nterview, EXERCISE 3

By now, you have learned everything that you need to know before you enter
into your next interview. Listen to this module several times until you have
acquired the skills needed to ace any interview you go on.  Be casual but
professional, and most importantly BE YOURSELF AND HAVE FUN!

As you carry out your job search continue to network, improve your interviewing
skills, and use every avenue available to you to better your chances and
opportunities. 

Interviewing with Multiple People

Informal Interview

Although it is not done much at the wage earner level, informal interviews
are common in the executive areas. 

This type of interview is often used for someone who may be coming in
from out of town or when the hiring manager may not want someone in
the office to know he or she is looking to add additional staff—or if the
company is interviewing to replace someone who is already in a position
but is failing to perform.

Sometimes a company will choose to have an applicant interview with
more than one person at the same time instead of having separate
interviews. It saves time for both Human Resources and the
department heads when everyone can come together and ask their own
questions of the applicant at the same time. 

Although some applicants may not feel comfortable with it, they must
consider the fact they will meet with all of these same people at some
point during the interviewing process. It also saves the applicant from
having to return for another interview if they are qualified for the position.
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